Meeting w/ President Zia in Islamabad 3/1/79

1. Very pleasant pleasant. Ein very
friendly & impressive physically.

2. DC - compare the Carter request to
Shah's on ability to help in economic
manner.

  GIADA. Tell them we need $34800.
  * debt rescheduling.

EI stop here note

1st meeting with Shah, 3/2/79 at Foreign
Ministry. Then with him by L. G. Shah.

1. India

  - nonalignment has been carried out for
  as promised.

From - which 10 years? 1965-75 ±

Valid point. "Become the dominant power?"
They are already

Buthistory does put doubt standard

How does Indians reconcile non-alignment
with their treaty w/ Soviets?

It doesn't mean them to anything. They both put it did
which is read, but it doesn't
Tom - Are Pathans usually light-skinned?

If you were president of Pakistan, would you seek to develop nuclear weapons?

Yes, but I would be acting irrationally.

Afghanists argue in several different ways that there is a double standard in our treatment of India, Pakistan and Iran.

K: Gaps on the nuclear ground, no tough times.

P: Charting our position as an alternative. We're ready to go into a SALT II.

If China is not prepared to engage in multilateral discussions, if we want any inspection at all, we can't accept any team.

Plural: No. It will be for purposes of keeping discussion alive here but I think we must attempt to visit some installations here.
AS: F-5 are good as night interceptors and we need them in case of Japanese night strike capability.

Says Poli is not capable of pursuing a nuclear option.

Written nuclear facilities as if any would be already inspected.

"We are committed" to not using reprocessing capability to make nuclear weapons.

Cento